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c Finnish Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service, Kivihaantie 7, 00310 Helsinki, FinlandWe have noted genotyping errors for six SNPs in one or
more of the populations in our study. The errors concern the
SNPs at positions 456, 489, 7028, 7660, 8584, and 12720 of
mitochondrial DNA. The erroneous SNP genotypes have been
marked in the supplementary table online. The genotypes for
SNPs 489 and 8584 should be disregarded in all populations.
SNP 7028 was mistyped primarily in samples that belong to
the mitochondrial haplogroup H. One of the alleles of SNPs
456 and 12720 had failed in our assay. The genotyping errors
for SNPs 456 and 7660 affect the results for the Saami and
Pygmy populations presented in Table 5 of the printed version
of the article. The authors regret these unfortunate genotypingDOI of original article: 10.1016/j.ygeno.2005.11.022.
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doi:10.1016/j.ygeno.2006.05.005errors. The technical reasons for them are the same as the
ones underlying failed genotypes discussed in the first
paragraph of the “Results and Discussion”-section of the
article. The genotyping errors do not, however, alter the
methodological conclusion of the paper, which is that the
multiplex tag-array minisequencing system for genotyping
SNPs in the coding region of mitochondrial DNA can be
developed into a useful tool for forensic identification
purposes and for assessing maternal population lineages in
population genetic studies.
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